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About This Game

As a Son of Nor, consecrated by the Goddess of the Night, you are all that stands between the human race and total extinction.
Only one human enclave remains in the vast desert world of Noshrac, a hidden refuge called The Edge. After 400 years of

peace, humanity’s ancient enemy the Sarahul appears once more, forcing you into an adventure to save your people.

Armed with telekinesis and terraforming, the gifts granted by the goddess Nor, you will explore the world of Noshrac, fighting
through enemy territory and uncovering long-forgotten secrets. On your journey you will discover mysterious structures created

by an ancient race that are filled with puzzles and traps – and the key to mystical powers unlike any you’ve ever seen.

As a Son of Nor, the World is your Weapon. Use it wisely.

Features

Telekinesis: Tear rocks out of canyon walls and hurl them at opponents, or use your telekinetic abilities to solve
intriguing puzzles. Move and throw objects to prepare traps and use the environment to your advantage!

Terraforming: Raise and lower sand to bury enemies, excavate secret passages, block entrances, create barricades or
reach elevated places to gain a tactical advantage. Or go haywire and bury entire buildings!

Elemental Magic: Unlock Wind, Fire and Essence magic to enhance your arsenal. Cast powerful spells, or enchant
telekinetically controlled objects for extra deadly attacks! Combine multiple magic spells to unlock even more powerful
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techniques!

Co-op Multiplayer: Son of Nor supports four-player online co-op play as well as two-player local splitscreen co-op.

PvP Multiplayer: Prove who is the most powerful Son of Nor in chaotic four-player competitive multiplayer action!

Intriguing Storyline: Experience the full 12+ hour storyline of Son of Nor, set in a deep original universe featuring
dozens of characters brought to life by professional voice actors.

Character Customization: Create your own male or female character and choose from a wide variety of costume pieces
and decorative gear.

Become immersed in the world of Son of Nor: no GUI or HUD, everything is embedded naturally and intuitively in the
world’s environment.

Proving Ground: Test your combat abilities in this playground of destructive delights!

Includes an original atmospheric sound track composed specifically for Son of Nor

Cutting Edge Peripheral Support: Aim telekinetic objects with your eyes with the SteelSeries Sentry eye tracker or tobii
EyeX (Windows Only), or command the game with your mind with the Emotiv EPOC brain computer interface (Windows

Only)!
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Not even worth $0.99, nor was it worth the 5 minutes it took to download, i would rather get sued by epic games for cheating in
fortnite and then proceed to lose the case in court than play another second of this almost-excuse of a game, if you could even
call it that. I have a GTX 1080 TI, an I7-8700k, 32GB of ram, and i consistantly get frame rates so slow, I could produce them
faster with a Model 95 Polaroid Instant camera, But the Image quality of that camera actually happens to be better than the
image quality in this game. This should've never made it past Steam Greenlight and I encourage this game's developers to
completely remove any evidence that it ever existed at all because it's solid proof that they've commited a serious offense to
some degree.. Interesting storyline and game mechanics.... but overall so so...... I would give it 70 out of 100,,,,,, maybe if it had
a bit more customization..... it feels like a cheap version of Jedi Knight,
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